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Abstract. An energetic ion (E≤40 keV) event observed by
the CLUSTER/CIS experiment upstream of the Earth’s bow
shock is studied in detail. The ion event is observed in as-
sociation with quasi-monochromatic ULF MHD-like waves,
which we show modulate the ion fluxes. According to three
statistical bow shock position models, the Cluster spacecrafts
are located at ∼0.5RE from the shock and the averaged
bow shock θBn0 is about ∼30◦. The analysis of the three-
dimensional angular distribution indicates that ions propagat-
ing roughly along the magnetic field direction are observed
at the onset of the event. Later on, the angular distribu-
tion is gyrophase-bunched and the pitch-angle distribution
is peaked at α0∼θBn0, consistent with the specular reflec-
tion production mechanism. The analysis of the waves shows
that they are left-handed in the spacecraft frame of reference
(right-handed in the solar wind frame) and propagate roughly
along the ambient magnetic field; we have found that they are
in cyclotron-resonance with the field-aligned beam observed
just upstream. Using properties of the waves and particles,
we explain the observed particle flux-modulation in the con-
text of θBn changes at the shock caused by the convected
ULF waves. We have found that the high count rates coin-
cide with particles leaving the shock when θBn angles are less
than ∼40◦, consistent with the specular reflection hypothesis
as the production mechanism of ions.
Correspondence to: K. Meziane
(meziane@unb.ca)
1 Introduction
Several types of ion populations have been observed to
emerge from the Earth’s bow shock into the upstream re-
gions. For an in-depth discussion of these, readers should
consult reviews by Fuselier (1994). Here, we are concerned
only with field-aligned beams (FABs) and gyrating ions, and
will therefore limit our discussion to these. An important
parameter strongly linked to the types of upstream ions ob-
served is the angle θBn between the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) direction and the local bow shock normal. In
quasi-perpendicular regions with 40◦<∼θBn<∼70◦, we typi-
cally observe FABs, which are ions of a few to ∼15 keV
that propagate away from the bow shock collimated along
the magnetic field at 1 to several times the solar wind speed
(Bonifazi and Moreno, 1981a). Downstream of the field-
aligned beam region, ion populations that are characterized
by peaks in phase space density (PSD) at non-zero pitch-
angles are often seen. When these distributions are gy-
rotropic they form rings in velocity space; otherwise, they
gyrate around the magnetic field as a bunch. Gyrating ions
are often observed in association with ultra-low-frequency
(ULF) waves having substantial amplitude (Fuselier et al.,
1986a). The waves are right-handed and propagate nearly
along the ambiant magnetic field (Meziane et al., 2001). It
is believed that the ULF waves are excited through a beam
plasma instability resulting from the propagation of field-
aligned ions which preceed them closer to the foreshock
boundary (Gary et al., 1981).
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Fig. 1. The top two panels show, respectively, energy spectrograms
from HIA-G integrated over all directions, and over the 145–235◦
azimuthal look directions; the third and fourth panels display the
GSE components and magnitude of the IMF; and the last three pan-
els present solar wind densities and GSE velocities from HIA-g.
The dashed vertical line indicates the magnetic connection time.
Two mechanisms are put forward to explain the origin
of gyrating ions. In one mechanism, the waves produced
through a beam-plasma instability can, in turn, trap the ions
and cause the phase-bunching of the distribution (Hoshino
and Terasawa, 1985). Since the field-aligned beams are
known to propagate to distances far in excess of 100RE from
the shock, the local production of gyrating ions through this
process may be observed very far from the shock (Meziane
et al., 2001). In the second mechanism, a portion of the in-
coming solar wind is reflected in a specular manner at the
shock (Gosling et al., 1982; Gurgiolo et al., 1983). When
propagating upstream, the bunched ions undergo gyrophase
mixing within a few Earth radii from their source on the
shock, leading to nearly gyrotropic distribution functions
(Gurgiolo et al., 1983). Two-dimensional measurements sug-
gest the presence of gyrating gyrotropic (ring) distributions
within ∼4RE of the bow shock (Fuselier et al., 1986a).
However, inspection of fully 3-D observations have con-
sistently shown the presence of distributions that are non-
gyrotropic.
To date, only a few studies have focused specifically on the
specular reflection process. Gosling et al. (1982) reported the
first evidence of specular reflection of a portion of the solar
wind using the ISEE-FPE experiment, at a time when ISEE
was just upstream of the shock. Another event consistent
with specular reflection observed at ∼4RE , and in associa-
tion with ULF waves, was studied by Thomsen et al. (1985).
At the present time, we ignore how the shock geometry af-
fects the specular reflection mechanism efficiency. However,
as shown by Gosling et al. (1982) only particles reflected for
θBn<45◦ (quasi-parallel geometry) have guiding centers ori-
ented upstream. However, analysis of orbital motions shows
that not all of these will escape the shock, as gyromotions
will carry particles back across the shock for θBn values as
low as 39.9◦(Schwartz et al., 1983).
In the presence of large amplitude ULF waves near the
shock, which are always observed in association with gyrat-
ing ions, the local bow shock θBn varies substantially. Large
1B/B perturbations of the magnetic field substantially af-
fect the local geometry where they intersect the shock. A
result is that the shock geometries may switch back and forth
from quasi-parallel to quasi-perpendicular (Greenstadt and
Mellott, 1985). Using a simple geometrical model, Fuselier
et al. (1986b) have shown that this effect, depending upon the
wave characteristics, should inhibit the escape of specularly
reflected ions. Straightforward geometric arguments indicate
that when the wave amplitude is high (1B/B∼1), the ef-
fect is relatively strong. However, there has not yet been any
observational substantiation of this effect in the presence of
large amplitude magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves.
Here, we report on Cluster/CIS observations that are con-
sistent with specularly reflected ions in the presence of
monochromatic ULF waves. In Sect. 2 we briefly describe
the Cluster/CIS experiment. The observations and a wave
analysis are presented in Sect. 3, followed by the determina-
tion of the shock geometry in Sect. 4. We then compare the
observations with properties expected for the specular reflec-
tion mechanism in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6 we demonstrate that
the intermittently observed gyrating particle distributions are
consistent with changing local shock geometries modulated
by the large-amplitude waves. Finally, we present a summary
of observations and conclusions in Sect. 7.
2 Experiment
The particle data used in this study are from the Cluster Ion
Spectrometer experiment, which includes i) a Hot Ion Anal-
yser (HIA) that measures particles in the energy range 0.005–
32 keV; ii) a mass spectrometer (CODIF), which combines a
top-hat electrostatic analyzer with a time-of-flight section to
measure the major species H+, He+, He++and O+over the
energy range 0.02–38 keV/q. Both instruments measure full
3-D distributions within one satellite spin period (4 s) with
an angular resolution of 22.5◦×22.5◦. In normal teleme-
try mode, one distribution is transmitted every 2 or 3 spins,
while in burst mode a distribution is provided each spin.
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Both analyzers have high and low geometry factor sections.
The low geometry factor all-ion analyzer (HIA-g) records so-
lar wind beam and magnetosheath fluxes without saturation,
while the high geometry factor analyzer (HIA-G) is well-
suited for measuring the orders of magnitude lower fluxes
of upstream ions. Extensive descriptions of this instrument
are provided in Re`me et al. (2001). Our study also uses mag-
netic field data, which are provided by the on-board fluxgate
magnetometer (FGM) (Balogh et al., 2001). We have used
4-s-averaged field components to investigate the association
of low-frequency waves with the backstreaming ions. The
Cluster polar orbits have apogees within several RE of the
average shock location, and as a result multiple crossings are
common, with most observations of upstream particles oc-
curing in proximity to this boundary. Because of the very
small (145 km) interspacecraft separation, the particle instru-
ment observations were nearly identical, and we have chosen
to use those from SC 3.
3 Observations and data analysis
3.1 Particle data
Figure 1 shows observations from 9 March 2002 from 15:16–
15:22 UT, while Cluster SC 1 was at (X=+15.70, Y=+0.31,
Z=+5.985)RE (GSE). The top two panels show the energy
spectrograms measured by the CIS/HIA high-geometry fac-
tor sensor. The top panel was constructed from integrating
fluxes recorded in all directions, whereas the second included
only those counts within the sector defined by 145–235◦
azimuthal look direction (i.e. those particles moving domi-
nantly sunward). The third and fourth panels show, respec-
tively, the magnetic field components and magnitude from
FGM. Finally, the last three panels show the solar wind ion
densities and velocities from the low-geometry factor HIA-
g sensor. Between 15:16:48 and 15:16:56 UT, Cluster SC 1
becomes connected to the bow shock due to an IMF rota-
tion. Three “spots” of enhanced ion fluxes are revealed on the
second spectrogram show (backstreaming) ions with guid-
ing center velocities oriented mainly sunward. They appear
to be coincident with maxima of the By component of the
nearly monochromatic ULF waves observed by FGM until
∼15:19 UT.
Figure 2 displays 8-s (2-spin) snapshots of distributions
measured at successive times spanning 80-s following the
shock connection time indicated in Fig. 1, for E∼6 keV and
E ∼3.3 keV. The Hammer-Aitoff projection is used to dis-
play the full 4pi sr solid angle coverage of HIA-G for the
two energy channels (Meziane et al., 2001; Mailing, 1992),
and in combination present a portion of the full 3-D distri-
butions measured by CIS/CODIF. For these contours of con-
stant pitch-angle less than 90◦ appear as ovals, and curves of
constant gyrophase radiate from the center. Therefore, each
frame in Fig. 2 is aproximately a polar plot of PSDs in gy-
rophase and pitch-angle for a single energy in the solar wind
frame of reference. The diamond at the center represents
the anti-field-aligned direction, which points out of the page,
and the solar wind direction is indicated by the asterisk. The
dashed lines appearing in each panel trace out lines of con-
stant GSE polar and azimuthal angle. These energies were
chosen because the ion energy spectrum, sampled in the so-
lar wind frame of reference, peaked at E∼5–6 keV for the
first snapshot and at E∼2.5–3.5 keV in the later ones.
The first snapshot taken at 15:16:48–56 UT indicates an
ion beam propagating along−B direction with parallel speed
VB=1060±100 km s−1. Due to a rapid IMF rotation, the
cone angle varies from a value of 47◦ at 15:16:48–15:16:52
to 43◦ at 15:17:00–15:19:44 UT, placing Cluster SC 1 within
a region of gyrating ions, as indicated by the 3-D plots
starting from 16:17:00 UT. Gyrating ions are identified by
their gyrophase-restricted distribution peaked off the mag-
netic field direction. When constructing the distributions for
Fig. 2, we averaged the IMF over the time interval 15:17:00–
15:19:44 UT – an integral number of wave periods. Conse-
quently, their instantaneous velocities are modulated by the
wave, but the parallel and perpendicular velocities thus ob-
tained are with respect to the time average orientation of the
field and bow shock normal.
We also mention that during the same time interval, the cy-
clotron period is about ∼11 s – slightly larger than the snap-
shot integration time (8 s), however, two subsequent snap-
shots are separated by 12 s. We have conducted a quantitative
analysis on the gyrating distributions above and have found
that they are peaked at a pitch-angle α0=30◦.
3.2 Wave analysis
Prominent large amplitude low-frequency waves displayed in
the third panel of Fig. 1 on the DC magnetic field components
appear after 15:17:12 UT, the very time when the energetic
backstreaming ion distributions in Fig. 2 change from field-
aligned beams to a gyrating form.
The observed period in the spacecraft frame, computed
from the mean interval between magnetic field wave crests
for all components, is Tobs=46.6±2.0 s, while the local pro-
ton gyroperiod Tcyl is about 11 s.
We have applied the standard minimum variance analy-
sis (MVA) technique (see, e.g. Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998,
and references therein) to characterize the waves, and have
determined their polarization and direction of propagation
with respect to the background magnetic field B0. The usual
convention is used to order the eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix of the field perturbations λ1>λ2>λ3 (maximum, in-
termediate and minimum variances, respectively). The di-
rection of minimum variance gives the direction of propaga-
tion with respect to B0 computed as the averaged field vector
during the time interval analysed, and provides the angle θkB
between the wave vector k and ±B0. The quality of this de-
termination is measured via the value of the eigenvalue ratio.
The angular error on the wave propagation direction is esti-
mated by1θkB=
√(
λ3
(M−1)
λ2
(λ2−λ3)2
)
, M being the number of
vectors. The polarization of the field perturbation can then be
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Fig. 2. Energy slices from 8-s 3-D measurements of ion distributions from CIS/CODIF. The ∼6 keV and ∼3.4 keVpanels each show 4pi sr
of solid angle for a detector energy channel. The diamond at the center represents the anti-field aligned direction, which is directed out of
the page, and the solar wind direction is indicated by the “*” symbol. Each separately normalized panel represents phase space densities in
the solar wind frame of reference.
determined with respect to the ambient field B0 in the space-
craft frame. Next, we computed the fluctuation levels of the
magnetic field and the solar wind proton parameter perturba-
tions, i.e., the magnetic field compression ratio δ|B|/B0, the
ion density compression ratio δNi/Ni , and the ratio |δB|/B0
that characterizes the amplitude of the wave field.
Figure 3 illustrates the results obtained for satellite 1,
for the time interval 15:17:14–15:19:38 UT. The upper left
panel shows the time sequences of the magnetic field com-
ponents in the principal axes coordinate system, and the
other panels present the corresponding hodograms. Despite
the large amplitude of the waves, the waveform is regular
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and quasi-monochromatic, and the hodograms reveal that
the wave field vector remains in a well-defined plane. The
normal vector (λ2/λ3=46.0) was determined to high accu-
racy, with 1θkB≈1◦. The minimum variance direction is
emin=(0.65, 0.18, 0.74) in GSE coordinates. This provides
a direction of propagation nearly parallel to the ambient
magnetic field B0, computed as the averaged field for the
time interval studied (θkB=15◦±1). The waves are nearly
circularly (λ1/λ2=1.1) and left-hand polarized with respect
to B0 in the spacecraft frame, as shown on the hodogram
in the principal variance plane, with an observed period
(Doppler-shifted) much larger than the local proton gyrope-
riod. As expected, the computed total wave amplitude is
very large (|δB|/B0≈0.55). The wave is mainly transverse
(|δB⊥|/B0=0.48) but the compressive component is not neg-
ligible, with |δB‖|/B0=0.22 comparable to the relative ion
density variation δNi/Ni∼0.2. The low-frequency waves
observed in the IMF on the three other satellites are very
similar because of the small satellite separation, leading to
nearly-identical MVA results (Mazelle et al., 2003). The an-
gle between the four spacecraft averaged magnetic field and
the averaged MVA direction (emva=(0.71, 0.21, 0.67)±0.01
in each component) is 15.1◦. The multi-spacecraft timing
analysis techniques (e.g. Eastwood et al., 2002, 2003) do not
give reliable results for the plasma frequency and phase ve-
locity because of the small separation (∼100 km) between
the four spacecraft, which leads to a very small time sepa-
ration between wave fronts. However, it is helpful to con-
firm that the waves propagate upstream. As we will detail
later, it is possible to derive a first estimate of the wavelength
by taking into account the Doppler shift between the plasma
and spacecraft frames, and by assuming that the wave fre-
quency in the plasma frame is much smaller than the ob-
served frequency (ULF wave hypothesis). This gives a value
λexp∼12 000 km that is many times the spacecraft separation
scale, and accounts for the very similar observations. Note
also that these foreshock ULF waves have properties typi-
cal of previous observations (Fuselier et al., 1986a). They
are mainly transverse, propagate close to the background
field, with a phase velocity close to the Alfve`n speed and
co-streaming with the foreshock backstreaming particles, i.e.
their propagation is mainly against the solar wind flow, so
that they are subject to anomalous Doppler shift and polariza-
tion reversal when viewed from the plasma frame. They turn
out to be right-hand mode waves, with a very low-frequency
in the plasma frame that is typically p/10, and have a wave-
length of the order of 1–2RE . The properties of the observed
waves are summarized in Table 1.
4 Shock geometry
Before looking at the wave effects on the particle dynamics,
an estimation of the angle θBn as well as the distance from
the shock are needed. For this purpose a bow shock model
is adopted. The location of the Earth’s bow shock has been
the subject of several observational and theoretical investi-
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Fig. 3. Principle axis components (upper left) and corresponding
hodograms of the low-frequency wave magnetic field in the prin-
cipal axes coordinates derived from a minimum variance analysis
for the event shown in Fig. 1. Open circles (asterisks) indicate the
beginning (end) of each hodogram.
gations. An early study by Fairfield (1971) assumed a 2-D
shock and ignored the effects of solar wind dynamic pres-
sure. Formisano (1979) was the first to use a 3-D bow wave
shape, including the effect of solar wind dynamic pressure.
Slavin and Holzer (1981) conducted an extensive study us-
ing data from multiple spacecraft, including those used by
Fairfield (1971) and Formisano (1979). They found that the
Earth’s bow shock shape is well represented by an eccentric
conic when taking into account the variations of the solar
wind dynamical pressure. A more extensive study using data
from 17 different spacecraft was reported by Peredo et al.
(1995). This uses a 3-D bow shock shape, and includes the
effects of solar wind variations parameterized by the sonic
MS , Alfve`nic MA and magnetosonic MMS Mach Numbers,
as well as the orientation of the IMF direction. Accord-
ing to this study, MA controls the shape of the shock more
strongly than MS and MMS . Another model by Cairns et al.
(1995) emphasizes the MHD effects at low Mach numbers.
Finally, a gas dynamics-based model using 351 independent
bow shock crossings by the ISEE-1 spacecraft has been re-
ported by Farris et al. (1991). They found that these data
fit a hyperboloid shape well. For comparison purposes, we
use the Farris et al. (1991), Cairns et al. (1995), and Slavin
and Holzer (1981) models. We do not use the recent Peredo
et al. (1995) model because it has been shown to overesti-
mate the bow shock stand-off position by as much as 20%
(Merka et al., 2003).
Table 2 lists the distance from the bow shock along the
magnetic field direction and θBn0 as obtained from the three
bow shock models mentioned above. The aberrated-GSE co-
ordinates (xS , yS , zS), where the IMF field line threading
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Table 1. Properties of ULF waves associated with the gyrating ion distributions.
Time interval λ2/λ3 λ1/λ2 θkB , deg θkV , deg |δB|/B δ|B|/B Tobs, s Tcyl, s Tpred, s λ‖, RE
09 March 2002
15:17:14–19:38 UT 46.0 1.1 15±1 130±2 .55 .22 46.6±2 11 46.5 1.9
Table 2. Intersection of the IMF line with the bow shock.
Bow shock model DS ,RE θBn0, deg θV n, deg xS ,RE yS ,RE zS ,RE
Farris et al. (1991) .43 28 161 16.0 1.6 6.2
Cairns et al. (1995) .48 31 164 15.3 1.2 5.7
Slavin and Holzer (1981) .39 29 162 15.9 1.6 6.2
the spacecraft intersects the bow shock, are also indicated.
Average values of the magnetic field direction and solar
wind plasma moments for the time of interest, 15:16:00–
15:20:00 UT, have been used for the determination of the
quantities listed on Table 2. The three bow shock models
provide similar values for the distance DS and the angles
θBn0 and θV n. The distance shown here is less than the wave-
length for the associated waves, computed in Sect. 6 below.
However, it is higher than the ∼0.2RE gyroradii of the ob-
served particles, indicating that these are not re-encountering
the shock in their subsequent motion. Finally, we note that
the models agree on the location of S to within 1RE .
5 The specular reflection mechanism
In this section we examine specular reflection as a pos-
sible mechanism for the production of gyrophase-bunched
distributions. Gosling et al. (1982) first reported few-keV
bow shock-reflected ions at quasi-parallel shock that could
be explained kinematically by a specular reflection process,
whereby solar wind ions returning from the shock initially
have their normal velocities reversed with their tangential ve-
locities unchanged, as seen in the de Hoffman-Teller frame.
The physical mechanism underlying this probably involves
a combination of magnetic and electrostatic forces present
at the shock layer (Gosling and Robson, 1985). Specularly
reflected particles emerge from the shock at specific pitch-
angles and gyrophases, and therefore should lead to non-
gyrotropic gyrating distributions, but we are not aware of
thorough treatments of this in the literature.
In this section we show that the kinematics of specular re-
flection of solar wind ions leads to gyrophase-restricted up-
stream distributions. First, we assume a locally planar, in-
finitesimally thin shock in the yz-plane. We only consider
shock encounters by thermal (solar wind) ions for which the
typical ion gyroradius is on the order of the shock thickness.
It is likely that incoming ions undergo many reflections be-
fore they eventually escape upstream, but we treat the whole
process as equivalent to a single reflection that reverses the
normal component. In view of this, we make no assumptions
about an infinitesimally thin shock layer. Without loss of
generality, we orient our x-axis along the local shock normal
n. Near the shock surface we assume an uniform upstream
magnetic field B0 that makes an angle θBn0 with the shock
normal n, and that a uniform upstream plasma flow U inter-
sects the shock at an angle θV n. We assume that B0, U and n
are coplanar, and lie within the xy-plane. The computations
are first carried out in the de Hoffman-Teller frame of refer-
ence (deHoffmann and Teller, 1950), and then transformed
into the plasma rest frame. Let v′i and v′, respectively, denote
the incident and reflected ion velocity in the de Hoffman-
Teller frame. Both velocities consist of components normal
and tangential to the shock surface. The specular reflection
from a stationary surface considers the reversal of the nor-
mal component while the tangential component remains un-
changed (Gosling et al., 1982):
v′in = −v′n (1)
v′it = v′t . (2)
The Eqs. (1–2) are rotated in B0-related coordinates (v‖, v⊥1,
v⊥2) and then transformed into the plasma frame of refer-
ence, where the incident ion velocities are indexed by the
subscripts i:
vi‖ = −v‖ cos 2θBn0 − v⊥2 sin 2θBn0 + 2Vs cos2 θBn0 (3)
vi⊥1 = v⊥1 (4)
vi⊥2 = −v‖ sin 2θBn0 − v⊥2 cos 2θBn0 + Vs sin 2θBn0, (5)
where Vs=− U cos θV n/ cos θBn0.
If fi(vi) and f (v) are, respectively, the initial and post
encounter distribution functions, one has, according to Liou-
ville’s theorem,
f (v) = fi(vi) (6)
The thermal solar wind ions may be represented by an
isotropic distribution in the form fi(vi)∼ exp(−v2i /v2th),
where vth is related to the temperature of the distribution.
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According to Eq. (6), the post-reflection ion distribution is
given by
f (v‖, v⊥1, v⊥2) = fi(vi(v‖, v⊥1, v⊥2)) (7)
which can be written as follows after using Eqs. (3–5)
f (v‖, v⊥1, v⊥2) ∼ exp[−{(v‖ + 2Vs cos2 θBn0)2 + v2⊥1
+(v⊥2 + 2Vs cos θBn0 sin θBn0)2}/v2th]. (8)
The distribution function obtained corresponds
to the initial distribution drifting with a velocity
v0=−2U cos θV n[cosθBn0, 0, sin θBn0], i.e. the center
of the distribution is at a pitch-angle α0=θBn0. Observa-
tionally, pitch-angle distributions and shock geometries are
determined independently, and therefore can provide a test
for the specular reflection hypothesis. The gyrating ions
in Fig. 2 have pitch-angle distributions peaked at α0∼30◦,
in agreement with the angle θBn0 determined in Sect. 4.
We note that the specular reflection mechanism as outlined
here is a zero-order explanation for the production of
gyrophase-bunched ions, and does not, for example, account
for the gyrating ion temperatures that are greater than those
for the solar wind source.
6 Discussion
One to six keV upstream ion flux modulations were first re-
ported by Potter (1985), using observations from the one-
dimensional, very high time resolution Berkeley-Toulouse
ion detector on board ISEE. In his study, Potter (1985)
suggested that the ions should be in cyclotron resonance
with the low-frequency waves accompaning them. Further
studies showed that the flux modulation reported by Pot-
ter (1985) is associated with gyrophase-bunched ions (Fuse-
lier et al., 1986c), suggesting that the ions could be trapped
by the waves. The wave-trapping process causes all parti-
cle phase angles to be localized within a limited range of
values (Berchem and Gendrin, 1985). When the magnetic
field is perpendicular to a detector, such as for the Berkeley-
Toulouse instrument, that has a fixed orientation, trapped dis-
tributions will be observed to have high fluxes only during a
limited range of the wave phases, and therefore, the particle
count rate will be modulated.
Recently, Meziane et al. (2001) reported on observa-
tions by the 3-D ion analyzers on Wind/3DP of gyrophase-
restricted particle distributions observed in association with
flux modulations. According to their analysis, this event was
consistent with a wave-trapping process, although other ef-
fects leading to the flux modulation could not be dismissed.
In the next section we examine the possibility that the flux
modulated ions may be due to changing conditions at the
shock, which inhibit the ion escape.
6.1 Cyclotron resonance
Consistent with earlier investigations (Thomsen et al., 1985;
Fuselier et al., 1986a; Mazelle et al., 2000, 2003; Meziane
et al., 2001), the gyrating ion distributions discussed here are
associated with highly transverse, weakly compressive low-
frequency waves propagating at small angles relative to the
IMF. The angle θkV between the wave vector and the solar
wind velocity has been computed by using the proton veloc-
ity averaged over the time interval studied. We point out that
this angle is θkV=130±2◦ (Table 1), which implies a prop-
agation upstream in the solar wind frame. In order to inves-
tigate quantitatively the possibility that local cyclotron reso-
nance between the waves and backstreaming ions produces
the gyrating populations, we compare the wave periods Tobs
with the periods Tpred predicted for the spacecraft frame.
Consideration of the branches of the dispersion relation
in the Brillouin plane helps to determine what kind of wave
mode is a good candidate for cyclotron resonance (e.g.
Brinca, 1991) The waves are quasi-monochromatic with
large amplitudes, and are mainly transverse, which is con-
sistent with the statistical study by Fuselier et al. (1986a).
The variations of the ion density appear correlated with the
magnetic field magnitude for the entire interval shown in
Fig. 1, which is a property of the fast magnetosonic mode
in the MHD limit. The properties of the associated waves
could first lead to a search for wave excitation by an initial
gyrophase-bunched ion (i.e. a highly nongyrotropic) distri-
bution. Over a wide range of values for the mean pitch-angle
of the gyrating ions, the instability which gives rise to the
largest growth rate is the ion-ion right-hand helical beam in-
stability (e.g. Gary, 1991, and references therein). This type
of instability has also been reported around comets, gener-
ated by the newborn heavy ions near their gyrofrequency
(e.g. Brinca, 1991; Tsurutani, 1991; Cao et al., 1998, and
references therein), as well as at the proton gyrofrequency
(Mazelle and Neubauer, 1993). This mode is basically the
same for a field-aligned beam (Gary et al., 1981; Brinca,
1991). The wave mode is necessarily right-handed and co-
streaming with the ions along the ambient magnetic field, i.e.
away from the shock, so that it can resonate with a back-
streaming ion population (k · V‖ must be positive). In the
MHD limit, this mode is the magnetosonic mode, and its
phase velocity is of the order of the local Alfve`n speed, i.e.
much smaller than the parallel ion speed V‖, which is al-
ways larger than Vsw. Therefore, the ion beam overtakes the
waves so that there is an anomalous Doppler shift in its ref-
erence frame; the ions sense left-handed waves. Considering
the small spacecraft velocity relative to the Earth, the proton
right-hand mode waves are also observed in the spacecraft
frame as left-handed waves. Moreover, for the MHD limit of
this type of low-frequency (magnetosonic) wave, the group
velocity is parallel to the magnetic field with the same sense
as k‖; therefore, the wave energy (the Poynting flux) is driven
away from the Earth’s environment in the solar wind frame,
contrary to solar wind-originated waves. This is fully consis-
tent with the observed value of θkV .
The cyclotron resonance condition with the right-hand
mode is written:
ω − k‖V‖ +p = 0, (9)
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Fig. 4. A simple sketch showing the transverse wave upstream prop-
agation from the shock and along the ambient magenetic field.
where ω is the wave frequency in the solar wind frame, p
is the proton gyrofrequency, k‖ is the component of the wave
vector parallel to the background magnetic field, and V‖ is the
parallel component of the resonant ion velocity (solar wind
frame). By first assuming ωp, we can make the approx-
imation
k‖ ≈ p/V‖. (10)
In the spacecraft frame, these waves would have a Doppler-
shifted frequency of
ω′ = ω + k · Vsw ≈ k‖Vsw cos θkV / cos θkB . (11)
We have computed the predicted wave periods Tpred≡2pi/ω′
according to Eqs. (10) and (11) and now compare it with the
observed period Tobs.
Consider first the ion distributions. For 15:17:00–
15:19:44 UT, the gyrating protons have parallel velocities
which are typically of the order of V‖=600±100 km s−1.
This gives Tpred=24 s, which is very different from the ob-
served period Tobs=47 s.
We conclude that these gyrating distributions are not in
cyclotron resonance with the observed ULF waves, and this
rules out a coherent wave trapping mechanism to account
for them. This is in contrast to other Cluster observations at
similar distances from the bow shock (Mazelle et al., 2003).
An additional argument against the local production of gy-
rating ions through nonlinear beam disruption by wave ex-
cition is that this should produce gyrophase-bunched distri-
butions with a specific pitch-angle α0, which depends upon
the wave amplitude (Mazelle et al., 2000). For α0 computed
in the frame moving along B0 at the phase velocity Vφ of
the wave, the theoretical value is αtheory=53◦ (Mazelle et al.,
2003), where we have used the mean value |δB⊥|/B0=0.48
from the observations. In contrast, the observed values are
αexp≈30◦.
We make the same test of period matching for the
field-aligned beam observed at 15:16:48–56 UT for which
V‖=1060±100 km s−1, which gives Tpred=46.5 s while
Tobs=46.6±2.0 s and leads to a very good agreement.
Applying Eq. 11 and assuming ωω′ leads to a first es-
timate of the parallel wavelength λ‖1∼12 100 km. Using
Eq. (10), which assumes ωp, leads to a second esti-
mate λ‖2∼11 660 km. Moreover, if one solves the linear
system made by Eqs. (9) and (11) without any approxima-
tion, assuming exact local cyclotron resonance, this leads to
a plasma frame wave frequency ω/p=0.02 and a paral-
lel wavelength λ‖3=11 526 km, i.e. wave properties that are
fully consistent with the hypotheses made. This strongly sup-
ports the possibility that such a beam distribution could have
generated the observed waves from the resonant right-hand
ion/ion beam instability. The waves propagating upstream in
the solar wind frame with a phase speed much smaller than
Vsw are simply blown back by the solar wind and registered
locally with the local backstreaming distributions leaking up-
stream with a much larger parallel velocity (V‖∼10VA, typi-
cally).
6.2 Local bow shock geometry
Wave modes as described above may be excited in an ion-
ion cylotron instability due to field-aligned beams that prop-
agate upstream having appropriate properties. Because they
are convected back to the shock, and due to their substan-
tial wave amplitude, they can modulate the instantaneous
local shock geometry (θBn) in phase with the wave. To
take into account this effect on the shock geometry, we
consider the geometrical model proposed by Fuselier et al.
(1986b). A monochromatic low-frequency MHD wave in-
trinsically right-handed in the solar wind frame propagates
upstream roughly along the ambient magnetic field B0. The
wave is assumed to be purely transverse with a wave vec-
tor k‖B0 and a phase velocity Vϕ=ω/k, where ω is the
wave frequency in the plasma rest frame of reference. In
the spacecraft frame of reference the wave is left-handed due
to Doppler-shifting, and the measured wave frequency ωsc
satisfies ω=ωsc−k · Vsw. The simple sketch shown in Fig. 4
illustrates the transverse upstream wave propagation from the
shock surface.
In the coordinate system associated with the minimum
variance frame, the components of the ULF wave written in
the spacecraft frame are
BI = 0 (12)
BJ = ηB0 cos(k.r − ωsct + φ0) (13)
BK = −ηB0 sin(k.r − ωsct + φ0), (14)
where η is related to the wave amplitude η=|δB|/B. Here we
neglect the parallel component BI ; taking into account this
component leads to no significant changes in the results. Us-
ing the measured magnetic field and particle velocities, we
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estimate the instantaneous magnetic field at the shock, given
the distance from it. We assume here that the wave train re-
mains coherent between the observation point and the shock
surface. We justify this assumption by noting that according
to the three bow shock models, briefly described above, the
Cluster SC 1 is located at less than a wavelength from the
bow shock. At each instant corresponding to the times when
distributions are measured, we deduce the wave phase at the
shock. The components at the shock of the magnetic field
associated with the waves written in the minimum variance
frame are then:
BI = 0 (15)
BJ = ηB0 cos(k.rS − ωscDS/v‖ + φ0) (16)
BK = −ηB0 sin(k.rS − ωscDS/v‖ + φ0), (17)
where DS is the distance computed along B0 from the shock
to the observation point, rS is the position of the point S
where the IMF intersects the shock, and V‖ is the measured
particle parallel velocity, which is close to the particle veloc-
ity component along the minimum variance axis.
The vector rS is obtained from the values given in Table 2,
after rotation from the aberrated-GSE frame into the mini-
mum variance frame. Finally, the wave field is added to B0
to obtain the total magnetic field at the shock at a given time,
and hence we deduce an estimate of θBn. Figure 5 shows es-
timates of θBn variations at the shock during the time interval
where the ULF waves are present.
The Cairns et al. (1995) bow shock model has been used
for the computation. The computations based on Slavin
and Holzer (1981); Farris et al. (1991) led to similar re-
sults. The horizontal dashed line corresponds to the criti-
cal value of θcBn=39.9◦. On the same figure, we report the
particle count rate data associated with the 1.3 keV channel
from CIS/HIA. Figure 5 clearly shows that the obtained θBn
values are anti-correlated with the particle count rates. The
shock geometry periodically switches from quasi-parallel
(θBn<45◦) to quasi-perpendicular (θBn>45◦) geometries;
the highest count rates are observed for quasi-parallel geome-
tries. Above the critical theoretical value of θcBn=39.9◦, the
count rates are significantly lower at maximum θBn. These
results strongly indicate that the particle emission efficiency
is dependent upon the instantaneous shock geometry. It is
clear that the region defined by θBn≤45◦ is associated with
higher emission efficiencies. Because the average particle
velocities are consistent with the specular reflection mecha-
nism and with the θBn temporal variations reported in Fig. 5,
we interprete the observed count rate oscillations as a result
from varying escape rates at the shock due to changing local
shock geometry.
7 Conclusions
We have examined the particle count rate modulation ob-
served upstream of the bow shock by the Cluster-CIS ex-
periment. Previous studies on particle modulation observed
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Fig. 5. The changes in local shock θBn angle (dashed line-open
circles) and the particle count rates during the interval when the
ULF waves are present. The dashed horizontal line corresponds to
θc
Bn=39.9◦. For clarity, the particle count rate values have been
scaled by a factor 0.5.
upstream of the bow shock suggested possibilities of parti-
cle wave-trapping resulting from a very coherent interaction
between waves and particles (Fuselier et al., 1986c; Meziane
et al., 2001; Mazelle et al., 2003). We have conducted de-
tailed analyses on both protons and the associated waves that
are responsible for the count rate modulations.
The particle distributions have pitch-angles peaked at
∼30◦, which is inconsistent with wave trapping theory. In-
stead, the parallel and the perpendicular velocity components
are consistent with the specular reflection hypothesis, plac-
ing the production source at the shock. We have found no
evidence that the gyrating ions are trapped by the nearly
monochromatic ULF waves. In fact, these waves do not res-
onate with the particles that they accompany, but rather do so
with the field-aligned beams further upstream. This strongly
suggests that the source of these waves is the dispruption of
the earlier field-aligned beams. The wave field is convected
downstream towards the shock and therefore affects the local
conditions at the shock. We have assumed that the observed
wave properties are nearly conserved over the short distance
(DS<λ‖) that the wave train is convected, and have mod-
elled their propagation to the shock. An underlying assump-
tion, consistent with our wave analysis, is that the interaction
between the waves and particles over this short distance is
unimportant. We then estimated the local instantaneous θBn
angle, and have found that high count rates were associated
with θBn less than ∼40◦, consistent with escaping specularly
reflected protons. For θBn≥40◦, specularly reflected ions are
expected to be unable to escape upstream, since their orbits
should reencounter the shock. This accounts for the intermit-
tent character of the particle count rate.
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